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              Masternode and staking

              Earn passive income

              Masternode Staking
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              Read what we do

              Your Choice is Simple

              White paper Road Map

            

          

        

        
          
            
              This network is born to help the needy

              Yes we can do it

              We believe that donations is our duty,part of income will be donated!

              Our Blog Charities Associations

            

          

        

      
 
    

    
      
        
          
            
              About Needycoin

              A masternode coin

              A node can simply be understood as a computer that plays a part in ensuring the integrity of a coin network. ... A Masternode is a crypto full node (computer wallet) that supports the network by hosting an entire copy of the coin's ledger in real time. In return, the Masternode will receive crypto coins as a reward

	      The cryptocurrency landscape is vast and dynamic, with Bitcoin (BTC) and Ethereum (ETH) often taking the limelight due to their pioneering roles in the space. As Ethereum grows, variations like ETH Wrapped (ETHW) emerge, serving particular functions within the blockchain ecosystem. Consequently, the need for a seamless BTC to ETHW exchange has risen.

	      A BTC to ETHW exchange facilitates the direct conversion of Bitcoin, the original cryptocurrency, to ETH Wrapped, a tokenized Ethereum version often used within specific blockchain environments to represent ETH. This interchange can be crucial for traders and investors looking to interact with decentralized platforms where ETHW might be preferred or required. Some decentralized finance (DeFi) protocols or media use ETHW for specific functionalities.

	      Selecting the suitable BTC to ETHW exchange platform requires careful consideration. Factors like security measures, transaction fees, exchange rates, and overall user experience are paramount. With the growing integration of various crypto tokens into different blockchain networks and platforms, services that support the effortless exchange between them, like BTC to ETHW, are becoming invaluable. As the digital currency domain evolves, we can expect these exchange services to play an ever-increasing role in the broader blockchain and DeFi ecosystems.
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            Tips

            To setup a masternode you will need a collateral of 10,000 NED

            
              
                
                  Coin productions

                

                
                  
                    Every block produces 12,5 coins ,splitted in 95% for masternodes and 5% for staking,every 3 minutes the blockchain will produce rewards.

                  

                

              

              
                
                  Second way to get reward

                

                
                  
                    You don't want to setup a masternode or running a wallet? Don't worry we have the solution,you can join to our platform and earn 0.15% daily of your coin owned.By staking them.
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                    Setup a masternode and will be rewarded with 5% from earning by needyex exchange.
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          Store your coin

          Download Needycoin Wallet
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                    Download from github

                  

                

              

            

            
              
                 
                
                  
                    Ubuntu 16.04 and 18.04

                    Download from github
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                    Download from github
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                    App for android and apple

                    Under development

                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

    
    
      
        
          
            Team

            
              
                
                  We are here to help the planed and we need a strong community.our team is made up of blockchain technology experts and enthusiasts
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Founder and ceo
                    

                  

                

              

              
                
                  We are here to help the planed and we need a strong community.our team is made up of blockchain technology experts and enthusiasts
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Co-owner and ceo
                    

                  

                

              

              
                
                  We are here to help the planed and we need a strong community.our team is made up of blockchain technology experts and enthusiasts
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Blockchain developer
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              About Us

              We are here to help the planed and we need a strong community.our team is made up of blockchain technology experts and enthusiasts

              
                	
	
	


              

            

            
              Working Hours

              
                We work 7 days a week, every day excluding major holidays. Contact us if you have an emergency, with our Hotline and Contact form.

                

                Monday - Friday: 08:00 - 22:00

                Saturday: 08:00 - 20:00

                Sunday and holidays: 08:00 - 12:00
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